MEMORANDUM

TO: Texas Criminal Justice Stakeholders

FROM: Texas Forensic Science Commission

DATE: July 8, 2019

RE: Becton Dickinson (BD) Tube Recall

On May 30, 2019, Becton Dickinson (BD) issued a recall notification for BD Vacutainer® Fluoride Tubes for Blood Alcohol Determinations (grey top tubes) catalog number 367001 and lot number 8187663. On June 12, 2019, BD issued an amended notice. BD began distributing this lot to customers nationwide in August 2018.

According to BD public statements, certain tubes within the lot were identified as having been shipped without additive powders (sodium fluoride and potassium oxalate), which function as a preservative and anticoagulant (to prevent clotting). According to BD, the issue “only impacts 300 tubes within the lot and BD has recovered 199 of those tubes.” BD identified a “manufacturing issue” as the root cause for the missing additive. BD further represents that the company has remedied the manufacturing issue.

POTENTIAL TEXAS IMPACT:

Laboratories accredited in blood alcohol under Texas law are aware of the recall and taking steps to notify stakeholders. Numerous Texas-accredited laboratories have received grey top tubes from the affected lot. Wherever possible, laboratories are working with submitting agencies to retrieve any unused tubes from the affected lot and replace them with new tubes. However, for tubes that were already used for blood draws before BD issued its recall notice, laboratories are unable to ascertain based on a review of the case documentation whether the tube(s) used in any particular case were among the 101 tubes identified by BD as missing additive powders.

For forensic samples collected in grey top tubes from the affected lot:

Only BD can respond to issues or questions about the manufacture, percentages of tubes affected, root causes for the error, likelihood or not of continued production defects or other related items. Subpoenas, discovery requests and documentation requests in the state of Texas should be sent to BD’s registered Texas agent:

---

C T Corporation System
1999 Bryan Street
Suite 900
Dallas, TX, 75201
214-932-3601

QUESTION:

1. How can I determine whether additives were present in the tube at the time of blood collection in a particular blood alcohol case?

ANSWER:

Only the individual(s) who performed the blood draw or witnessed the draw would have firsthand knowledge of whether the additive powders were present in the tube(s) at the time of blood collection. Similarly, only the individual(s) who performed the blood draw or witnessed the draw have firsthand knowledge of the conditions of the blood draw, including whether it was a “clean” draw with no deviation from standard procedure.

It is not feasible to determine whether the additive powders (preservative, anticoagulant, or both) were present after blood was introduced into the tube. While a possible impact of the missing anticoagulant is that the blood would appear visually different to a forensic analyst due to clotting, it is possible for clotting to occur in grey top tubes containing additive powders. It is also possible for a tube without additive to lack any visual indication of blood clotting.

QUESTION:

2. What is the impact of the missing additive on the blood alcohol results?

ANSWER:

This answer is conditioned upon three assumptions: (1) the information and statements by BD about the manufacturing defect are complete and accurate; (2) the blood draw in any given case was appropriately clean and without variance; and (3) the blood tube was stored in a refrigerated environment.

The scientific literature indicates in study conditions that alcohol concentrations are not significantly affected by the lack of sodium fluoride preservative. At higher than refrigerated temperatures, alcohol concentrations tend to decrease without the preservative present. Some studies indicate that under very specific conditions, alcohol can increase when the blood is inoculated with C. albicans (a common yeast that lives on humans) and where no preservative is present.
See attached bibliography for scientific references.

Questions regarding this statement should be directed to the Commission’s General Counsel, Lynn Garcia, at 512-936-0770 or lynn.garcia@fsc.texas.gov.
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